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The modern boiler room tool kit catalogue
Solutions by Sunnytek & Partners

Solutions how tio improve old boilers to get better efficiency and 
lower costs combined with better environmental operation

Yesterday 1912 
design from 
Titanic boiler 

room

Todays boiler room 
with almost no staff and far better efficiency and reduced emissions

Tomorrows new generation boiler room and combustion technology
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There are very large numbers of industrial 
steam boilers based on old designs that 
are not very acceptable to todays 
demands. Profitability is reduced by high 
costs and low efficiency. They are not very 
green in fuel consumption and exhaust 
emissions.
Sunnytek Solar a& Partners offers a 
program of solutions to make the old boiler 
solution far more modern and profitable 
and environmentally correct. There is no 
contradiction between environmentally 
correct solutions and higher profitability 
with our solutions.
We have the complete package with all 
pieces together for best functionality.
Key areas and solutions.
* Solutions to prepare biomass fuel to function 

in best ways in a boiler. Chips, pellets, dry logs and biomass 
process.

* Biomass burners to improve efficiency in boilers now getting fuel 
by open doors. Chip + Pellets special burners.

* Solar hot water and steam systems that can be connected to 
boilers to get some of the energy from solar power.

* Economizers to get heat out of flue gases and use this energy in 
a much  better way

* ORC Rankin cycle turbines to use heat energy in flue gases to 
generate electricity and hot water. Use the outputs from the 
boiler cycle once again = 2 times

* Insulation technology and materials to improve insulation and 
keep heat inside the boiler and its system

* Solar powered add on units to generate hot 
air if boiler is used in a dryer system or 
electricity to produce electricity for the 
boiler unit and the entire factory.

* New generation of automatic working 
steam boilers based on Scandinavian high 
efficiency designs

To make all simple we take all in 
separate parts as a short form 
description and show what we can offer. 

If there is interest we are happy 
to send detailed information and offers. 
Most of what we offer here can be 
installed by our local experts and we 
offer service contracts and support many 
years ahead.
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Thermal images shows heat leaks in valve units and a boiler
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* Biomass and fuel processing for best boiler functions.
 

Boilers we look at can use following fuels. We have solutions for increasing efficiency with these fuels in 
several ways. Key in all solid fuels is the moisture content. Making 
energy by burning water is a bad idea but it is very common. Dry is 
always best and as dry as possible to a realistic level is preferred.
There are many simple ways to reduce water content and many are 
related to common sense. Here the obvious thing is to keep all fuel 
under a roof and as dry as possible. Never store logs direct to earth 
surface as it sucks up water from below.
Also let logs be separated so wind can dry them easier. Dense 
storage keep water inside logs. Photos at right is not a good solution 
if profitability is important for the factory.

* Logs
* Pellets and wood chips
* Saw dust and burnables from farming
* RRD fuel based on processed city dump waste
* Oil and liquid fuels and burnable gas
Logs storage solution      Our local partner Tealand Engineering in 
Kenya  offers a better solution to get logs up in air with airflow under 
the staples. Talk directly with Parminder about this and he can assist.

Solar fan unit for log ware houses is a simple system that have a 
solar panel and a solar operated fan with some ducts. 
Here we get power when sun is up and more sun = 
more speed. The fan press hot air from above / 

outside dow and under the staples so it can penetrate and 
remove water content much easier and faster. Cost is not 
very high but dry out speed for the logs increase a lot. The 
fan is brushless with very ling life time and system needs 
no external cables. All is a kit in a box and installation very 
simple.

Wood splitters for easy split of 
logs. Often logs are too large in 
diameter and then they need longer 
time to get dry. We propose to split 
all logs in 4 pcs to get all simpler 
and the fire to burn better. These 
splitters are fast and very reliable for many years. Operation is demanding in boiler applications and some 
need to operate 16 hours / day
Wood chippers    are needed when 
fuel is wood chips. We have 
horizontal and vertical wheel systems 
for high production for many years 
operation. The boilers needs lots of 
fuel and chippers must have a high 
capacity to match high volumes.
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Pellet machines     are needed when we have 
small particle fuel that is hard to burn in a good way. 
This fuel can be sawdust and remaining form 
sawmills etc and also farming biomass. If we make 
pellets they are easier to burn in a burner or alone 
in a boiler. Pellets are mostly used in special 
burners and if so they are very good and accept an 
automatic boiler operation and control with no staff.

Briquette machines   can be used 
when we have a log boiler but to use a 
better fuel based on small particles. 
Briquettes can burn much better than 
small particles on a fixed grate/ roster 
boiler as it acts moralise logs. However 
we can use the hard to burn fuel if so.

Fuel dryer systems   are needed to remove and 
reduce moisture content on fuel. Here boiler burn much 
better and this alone increase efficiency. The flue gases 
get much cleaner a combustion is better. Making fire on 
water is a bad idea and less water gives more output of 
boiler.  We offer a range of rotating drum driers that 
reduce the moisture content in a simple way.
Energy for the drier comes from a separate burner or if 
possible we use waste heat from the boiler. Flue gases 
and heat exchanger is one way to get “almost free” 
energy for the dryer. Dryer works better with small particles as sawdust and wood chips less 20 mm.

Wow chip and pellet burners This is a very 
good solution to upgrade old boilers with logs. Log 
fuel is charged with open doors to the boiler. When 
doors are open there is always an intense storm 
with cold air through the boiler and cool it down a 
lot. We checked a 4 ton boiler loaded with logs 2 
times / hour. This needs 3-5 minutes and during that 
time the pressure droppes 2 Bar and snow out of 
chimney got very dark black.

The chip burners use chips or 
pellets as fuel and in some cases 
sawdust. Burner is outside the fire 
place and all ash are sorted out by 
the burner and never comes into the 
boiler. Thed door is always closed so 
there is no cold air drag through the 
boiler. The burner have a regulation 
system to keep pressure constants. It 
works almost unmanned by a screw 
feeder for fuel.
Fire place is ceramic + have a chain at bottom as roster/grate. The design is easy to install on old boilers. 
Dimensions are for 500 Kg / Hour to 8 ton / hour boilers
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Solar hot water panels and solar concentrators        If 
area is sunny the energy from the sun is an attractive cheap 
energy source. We offer solar concentrators that make hot 
water or steam that can be added to old boiler systems. The 
T160 solar concentrators made in Sweden is the perfect 
product to boost up the biler by cheap solar power. They 
can give temperatures up to 160C in hot water or steam.

One way to use the panels is to heat water from 
condensate pump before water enter the boiler. If water is 
hot we save energy in the boiler to make the needed steam 
volume. This is an easy work and we recommend to have a 
water to water heat exchanger to insulate panels from the 
boiler high pressure.
The other way is when 
boilers are used to make 
steam for a dryer that use 
hot air. Here we have a 
water/air heat exchanger 
with a fan that preheat the 
air that we use in the 
dryer. The old steam/air 
exchanger get preheated 
air direct from panels. This 
will aslo have a benefit to 
increase efficiency as heat 
will not pass over all 
higher losses in the boiler 
system.

Economizers for flue gas heat   Flue gas is normally between 
200C and 300C depending on boiler design and how it is used. 
The flue gases contain lots of energy that often is not used and is 
only wasted away. The heat exchanger or economiser will here 
collect most of energy to a secondary output of clean and hot air 
that have slightly lower temperature that flue gases. Normally 
heat exchangers are not used when difference is to low or input is 
below 60-70C.
Hot clean air can be used for following applications when used at 
flue gases heat recovery.

* Preheating of cold condensate water added into the boiler
* To produce hot air used in the boilers for easier combustion.
* Rotation dryers to dry the fuel from moisture content by hot air
* Preheating of the fuel used in the boilers like a hot biomass 
* Recover energy by hot water or oil to be used in a ORC turbine 

to produce electricity and also extra hot water to be used in the 
process

* Produce hot air to be used in factory process like dryers for food etc using hot air dryers
* Low temperature application to make low level heat to dry wood in wares houses and staples
There are many applications for heat exchangers we offer. They can operate with hot liquids but also hot 
gases / air for various uses in a factory.
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ORC turbine using heat recovery from flue gases.
The ORC turbine is a Organic Rankin Cycle turbine / 
expander that use the heat from flue gases to produce 
electricity and hot water. Temperature rage is 70 C and up so 
we can use low temperatures and still get energy out of it by a 
special turbine or expander. If we have 200-300C in flue gas 
temperature we cool down to 70-110 C and the heat 
difference in between operates the turbine. Turbine have a 
generator and we get electricity. Efficiency is 10-15% in 
electricity and the rest is hot water we can use for something

One example we know have is a 4 ton boiler and 220 
C in flue gases. Here we get about 130-150 KW in electricity 
and 700-800 KW in hot water. All this was earlier wasted 
away through the chimney. ORC turbines are normally very 
profitable and are paid back in 2-3 years only as electricity is 
so valuable.

Insulation technology        This keeps heat inside system  
and reduce losses. In most older boilers the insulation is not 
very good and there are often long steam pipes. By unknown 
reasons most valves and extra components on pipes have no 
insulation at alla are very hot. Pipes of old boilers are often 50-100 meter long 
and have +60 C or more outside tube. Valves etc are normally with no 
insulation at all and naked to cold air. This will loose about 1 KW in power / 
valve. This gives high losses energy and high costs for fuel. It can easily loose 
up to 5-10 % of the total system output. 
We offer solutions made in Sweden with highest performance and losses can 
be reduced a lot.Costs here are higher that most believe and the solution have 
a short pay off time.
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Solar energy by PV panels This system makes electricity by solar panels than can be used in the 
factory and boiler room. Electricity is needed and when you make it your self it is normally very good 
business.
The solar farms are preferable located up on the roofs where space is not used today for anything else. 
The simple installation is an on grid installation that pumps the electricity into the large net. When sun is 
away the grid is used and when sun is up we export what is 
produced in a very simple way. Pay off is short and it have a green 
effect.
Energy storage units for 24/7 / 365 operation
We have energy storage units as containers with battery systems 
where we use new generation long life battery units. Battery can be 
a Ni-MH bi-polar battery by Nilar with 20 years life time. They are 
ROHS certified and one of the very green battery systems.
Here we can store energy and use when we want. This replace a 
emergency Gen set as we ca use battery for a while. If we have 
large battery and solar farm we can in principal work with no grid at 
all. We make all our electricity ourselves.

Diesel-Gen sets Diesel gen sets are 
often needed and we offer the new 
Scania generators. They are one of 
few that is Cat6 certified for low 
emissions and los fuel consumptions. 
This generator have the longest 
service  intervals on market. Fuel 
consumption is about 10% less other gen 
sets. This 10% in less diesel consumption 
is costly and after 8000 hours operation it 
is about same a cost for a new generator.
Option is using engine heat in process so 
we can add heat exchangers. The collect 

energy from engine unit and its coolants and exhausts. 500 KVA gen sets gives 
about 1 MW in heat we can use in the process. The temperature 
is so high so we can add direct into the boiler as hot water (+200C). Gen 
sets with Scania generators and heat recovery gives a totally different 
cost than normal old style generators. 
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Boilers new and future generation Many boilers in 
industry for biomass are very old designs with limitations in 
efficiency and emissions. Often they are replaced by a similar 
design to keep costs down but it also adds high costs in 
operation. Often the boiler cycle have an efficiency of 50% 
keeping wet fuel and all heat leaks etc in mind.
We see 2 levels of boilers in a practical way. State of the art is a 
long time investment that needs min 10 years to pay back but it 
works for 25 years. This is best and most costly and a strategic 
choice.They are normal in Europe in most cases today

Then we have a medium level that is 
much better than old marine boilers 
scotch design. They are reasons prices and clearly better than todays most common boilers. They can also 
handle smaller fractions of fuel as chips and in some cases sawdust. Sunnytek & Partners can offer what 
fits best here.
Gasifiers for biomass. This 
is a rather new solution with advantages 
and as always some limitations. Here we 
convert biomass in a special process to be 
syngas that is a highly burnable gas. This 
is an efficient process making more 
energy than most boilers and steam 
generators
*1 This gas is then used in standard 
boilers heat source to make steam.
Here we just add a gas burner into old 
biler or change to a new gas boiler that is 
a better solution with more output.
*2  We can also use it in a gas engine and 
then we get electricity and the gas engines have 
heat exchangers so we get a lot of hot water / 
steam if we want.  If we have a 1 MW electric 
output we have 3-5 MW heat energy we can use.
Hybrid function as here is interesting as all 
industries that use steam use lots of electricity 
This change the way to think a lot but open new 
solutions
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Typical Swedish chip boiler for hot water with a 
few MW output. It is unmanned for weeks and 
100% automatic. Web interface and service 
man have a mobile to check all. Efficiency 
90-92%. Chip fuel that is delivered by 
large trucks that blow chips int the 
storage tanks.

Left an interior tube design of 
a reasonable good boiler 
design with all steam tubes.
Right lay out of a modern log 
boiler with high efficiency 
and ceramic fire place to get 
hotter combustion. Clean 
flue gas system
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